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RWANDA EDUCATION NGO COORDINATION 

PLATFORM MEETING MINUTES 

 

Date:  19th April 2011 

Venue:  Top Tower Hotel 

  

The meeting started at 9:17 am with welcome remarks from the chairperson, and went to the first item on the agenda of 

introduction. 

 

Agenda of the Meeting. 
# Item Responsible organization 

1 
Welcome Remarks and recognition of new members & 
introduction   

2 Review of previous Meeting and Action Points   

3 Committee reports and Plans   

  Teacher Development   

  Community Involvement   

  Equity and Special Needs   

4 RENCP Task team Reports and Plan   

  NGO Study and Capacity development IEE 

  Thematic Workshop   

  Exchange Visit ( Peer & beneficiary) Concern worldwide 

5 Updates on sector level processes and working groups   

  Quality implementation VSO 
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  Upper Secondary School and TVET  Fawe 

  Mini JRES highlights and Action points SNV 

  Update on Rwanda Education Coalition VSO 

6 RENCP Plan and Budget for March to June 2011   

7 Co - Chairing and Leadership transition process SNV 

8 Other Announcements   

9 NGO study Validation   

 

1)  introduction of present members; 

Participants at RENCP Meeting. 
# Name Organization Contacts 

    Phone Email 

1 John MUGABO 
Millennium 
Villages Project 0788760273 mugabusse@yahoo.com 

2 Alison Burkett 
Mindfulness 
without Borders 0788838693 alison@mwithoutborders.org 

3 Alfred Mupenzi Plan International 0788860482 mupenzialfred@plan-international.org 

4 Hamilton Nathan 

International 
Education 
Exchange 0785389865 nathan.c.hamilton@gmail.com 

5 Russel Mushanga SNV   mushanga@snvworld.org 

6 
Jean Nepo N 
Ruhumuriza Aegis   musinga@gmail.com 

7 Vianney Mutabazi Fawe Rwanda   vmutabazi@fawerwa.org 

8 Ivan Niyiguha Adra Rwanda   sekwiivan@yahoo.com 

9 Pedro Cuellar One Laptop per   pedro@laptop.org 
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Child 

10 Julia Reynolds 
One Laptop per 
Child   julia@laptop.org 

11 Stephen Bayley APIE   stephenbayley@hotmail.com 

12 
Wendy Rich - 
Orloff Save the children   wendyrichorloff@gmail.com 

13 Britt Rasmussen EDUCAT 0784352507 brasmussen@educat.dk 

14 Joel Nsengiyumva Actionaid 0788818965 joel.nsengiyumva@actionaid.org 

15 Maggie Ziegler Aegis 0782134913 liegler.maggie@gmail.com 

16 Jeffery Komant 
Wellspring 
Foundation  0788475155 jeff@thewellspringfoundation.com 

17 Stephane Nyembo 
Wellspring 
Foundation  0788774336 stephane@thewellspringfoundation.com 

18 John Kalenzi AEE Rwanda 0788303675 aee@rwanda1.com 

19 David Rugaaju 
Concern 
worldwide 0788747503 david.rugaaju@concern.net 

 

 

2)   Review of previous Meeting and Action Points 

This focused mainly at action points;  

Review Action points of the previous meeting. 
# Item Updates Lead Organization 

1 NGOs Study 

The Advert and ToRs for the Local NGO 
study was put in the Newtimes, a 
consultant was later selected and we shall 
have their findings during the validation 
process later. SNV 
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2 

Thematic 
Conference 

No NGO up to date has come up with a 
theme, all members were asked to come up 
with themes, and they were also reminded 
that we need to utilize this budget before 
June, NGOs should think of themes 
relating to quality. MVP, PLAN, SNV 

3 

Website and 
Publicity  

Member organizations should always send 
in their activities for the Web site and 
reminded those who have not sent in their 
profiles to send them ASAP. Wellspring Foundation 

4 

Exchange visits 
(peer and 
beneficiary) 

David circulated an announcement and a 
PTC study visit was held, details will be 
shared later, it’s part of today’s agenda Concern Worldwide 

 

3)  Today’s Agenda 

 

i) Committee reports and Plans 
 

- Teacher Development 
IEE has had some delays and communications with some NGOs but they didn't respond, however IEE thinks that this 
is the right time and whoever interested/ has interventions in this should come on board. 
 

- Equity and special needs. 
Adra is taking a lead on this, however, they were not certain of what exactly to do, the chairperson advised that they 
should come up with a proposal/s of an activity, but again it would be good if they refer to the inclusion and equity 
study that was done by UNICEF. 
 
They promised to organize a meeting soon. 
 
 

ii) RENCP Task team Reports and Plan 
 

- NGO Study and Capacity development 
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Approximately 50 firms came in to bid for the study consultancy, Oscar Kimanuka was selected as the best candidate, 
he is working on it and later alone we shall get a feedback from him.  
 

- Thematic Workshop 
In the last meeting we indicated that this should be as well thought about by other committees, however, we have not 

received any proposal. 

This doesn’t have to be strictly a workshop, but can as well be a study or research.    

 

This however scares us since the funds will be cut off soon; current funds end in June, the chairperson appealed to all 

members to join hands to look for one especially focusing on quality. 

 

- Exchange Visit ( Peer & beneficiary) 
Concern worldwide organized an exchange visit to schools with functional PTCs in 2 schools, this brought together 
Local leaders, teachers and parents. 
 
17 participants were split into 2 groups, they were able to witness how parents and teachers come together to uplift 
standards of schools in a remote setting. 
 
Another experience learnt is how the community collects data about students, those who do not attend and reasons. 
Thereafter the two split groups came together to share experiences from the two sites. 
 
Concern requests the Participants to organize and come together to consolidate ideas, and then share with the rest.   
 
  Concerns about the Visit: 
 
Save the Children; 
 
There is a general lack of a bridge for transition from ECCD to Primary, again there is lack of knowledge of the 
community led ECD initiatives, even this was mentioned in the JRES, the policy is in place but there is no link with 
implementation. 
 
AEGIS; 
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They were part of the visiting team; Jean Nepo appreciated how the community is involved in school activities, and 
encouraged whoever has interventions in this to emphasize school and local community linkages to strengthen 
activities.   
 
SNV encourages other member NGOs to come up/plan such activities and they will be funded on RENCP budget.  
 
 

- RENCP Website 
It’s always updated, but this is contingent to information provided by organizations. 
Other members were reminded to send in their profiles and committees to keep sending their specific ongoing activities   
 
Wellspring also talked about a Booklet/or brochure, Stephane (wellspring) went around and got some quotations; 
 
 
Ideas and suggestions were got from different organizations especially on ways of disseminating the booklet; 
Some suggested to have copies from the sector level to the district, where we have 461 sectors in total plus the districts, 
others thought 200 copies could be sufficient. 
However, we have to look at the costs as well since in most cases the more the copies the less the cost.  
 
Others thought that we cannot be able to distribute to the sectors, since getting to sectors means that we also have to 
distribute at the districts and provinces.  
 
Wellspring; the idea is indicating our website; we need not spend a lot on this, since we have new members always 
coming in. 
 
There is a task team looking at this, and should come to the chair and have MINEDUC PS have a Forward. 
 
Save the Children; 
 
Is there a possibility of having a weekly Newsletter that updates either on a weekly or monthly basis and be distributed? 
 
Wellspring; the problem here is generating content; 
 
We can however generate this further, though it might be hard to reach the sector level. 
 
About content, we need to be consistent; otherwise if you do it once, twice and not done consistently will be so bad.  
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Hard copies are good since very few people have access to the internet. 
 

- ECCD Exchange Visit; 
An exchange visit to two districts was held between Plan and Save the children, 
A report will be shared with RENCP members.   
 
Comments: 
Such visits should be announced for every interested member to participate, or put on the website. 
 
Announcement: 
PLAN International announced the National girls Education Task force, that is chaired by MINEDUC and Fawe has the 
Secretariat. 
 
They had a visit to Uganda; visited areas that have interventions that aim at motivation and specifically targeting girls 
Education.  
 
 

iii) Updates on sector level processes and working groups 

 

- Quality implementation 

VSO managed to put quality as apriority this year, and this is why the chair suggests activities to focus at quality. 

Statistics/ data gathered indicate that girls are doing well in terms of enrolment, performance, and will be seen by the 

results this year, but generally girls are doing well though still a lot needs to be done. 

  

- Mini JRES highlights and Action points 
 

RENCP was represented by 5 members,  
Looked at the progress of the work plan, they also presented the budget 2011/12 
 
Issues were raised on quality and in the afternoon a presentation was made by USAID on the way of tracking learning 
processes. 
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Main Issues, Is it possible to consider/include it immediately? USAID is working on this. 
 
Documents were sent. 
 
The ministry was required to give explanation on how far the budget was spent as it requests for other funds. 
 
The ministry indicated that there are no resources/funds for ECCD. 
 
ECCD was dwelled on, there is need for NGOs to work on this area. 
 
Save the Children; 
Much is expected from the Teachers yet they are not paid, there is no local manufacturer/fabrication of games and 
playing materials.  
 
ECCD was mainly discussed at the Mini – JRES, therefore we need to reconsider it and set up an ECCD committee, 
UNICEF to be part of it and Save the Children to take a lead. This should be put on the website. 
 
Critics on statistics, MINEDUC data has to be considered and used, one can criticize but that is what we base on. 
 
We can actually use what is in place, compare with where we work, and raise issues but we can’t criticize general 
statistics. 
  

- Update on Rwanda Education Coalition 
No one present to talk about VSO and Rwanda education Coalition, however, that Ruth had displayed some doubts on 
whether this will pickup, let’s wait and hear from the study.  
 

 

iv) RENCP Plan and Budget for March to June 2011 
 
We need to as much as possible exhaust the budget before 30th June, currently SNV foots all the bills and 
requests for reimbursement from UNICEF.  
We need to be more active, committees send their plans and budget to the task teams, which decides and 
sends to SNV, the chair and co – chair have to come in just to make it quality 
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it might be possible to make UNICEF extend funds, but also SNV is moving out, so this makes it more 
complicated.  
 
Let us not develop dependence on one single funder but again think of having our NGOs coming in at one 
point, we consider having some budget from our NGOs for RENCP, for instance we can have a field visit 
covered by an individual NGO. 
 
We are going to focus on looking at a possibility of having funds transferred to another chairing NGO.  
 
 

v) Co - Chairing and Leadership transition process 
 
Elections for Co- Chair were held and PLAN International was overwhelmingly voted, as we proceed the chair will 
continue working together with the Co-Chair but PLAN will take a lead, there is need also to elect a Co-Chair before the 
current chair goes out.  

 

vi) Other Announcements 
 
Save the Children has a workshop on Thursday, on how ECCDs are working in other countries. 
 
To come up with a plan and arrange a workshop for interested members 
 
 
 
NGOs Study Validation followed. 

 

 

 

 


